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Government indecision and paralysis are all
gone, we hope.
Our residential sales agents traded
through a relatively flat 2019, and
whilst many sales happened without
ever being publicly marketed, a
lot of people chose to wait before
committing to a deal. Fortunately,
the level of service our team are
experienced in providing, served
them well, and they now have
keen buyers and sellers alike
knocking at their door. It is good
to see deals being done again.
National Statistics would have

you believe that farmland sales
were on hold in 2019, with prices
standing still at under £7,000
per acre. Not so in our region.
Here there is still an appetite
for farmland and with careful
negotiation and good contacts, we
have been able to achieve sales
of well over £10,000 per acre.

Climate change and the environment
are now publicly recognised as
the biggest challenges we face as
a society. Farmers, landowners

The Agriculture Bill
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and managers will have a massive
role to play in tackling this. Public
subsidy will shift from support for
traditional farming to measures
to protect and enhance the
environment, with a focus on soils,
water, trees and the air we breathe.
Three cheers for this. Continued...
w w w. ba l fours.co .uk
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Continued from front...
However, the transition will
undoubtedly be tough as the loss of
BPS will be the difference between
profit and loss. Our industry has
a history of rising to modern
challenges and I have no doubt the
new generation will do so again.
The NFU has stated its aim to see
‘net zero emissions’ by 2040 through
improving farming efficiency,
changing land use to capture more

carbon and by boosting renewable
energy and the wider bio-economy.
Finally, for those still trying to
produce food for the nation, good
luck. Rain, wind and floods seem
to have beset us since August.

Rory Galliers

Managing Partner
RoryGalliers@balfours.co.uk

Carbon Offsetting

Alternative Income From Woodland
Carbon Offsetting allows a
company (or an individual) to
invest in an environmental project
such as the planting of trees
to reduce the environmental
impact of its own activities.

Whilst the open market price

The Government has recently
launched the Woodland Carbon
Guarantee to encourage the
planting and management of
woods for carbon capture, enabling
landowners to sell captured
carbon for guaranteed prices.

projects aimed at long term carbon

A new native woodland can
capture say 150 tonnes of carbon
per acre in its first 50 years.
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for carbon credits has been
rising (last summer at circa £25/
tonne), the potential income
from domestic forests is still too
low to make woodland creation
sequestration attractive when
compared to other land uses.
Nevertheless, the Forestry
Commission reports that there
are over 20,000 acres of validated
woodland predicted to capture over
6 million tonnes of carbon over
their lifetime of up to 100 years.

Tax
Simplification

The Rural Business Unit
The CLA believes there should
be one set of coherent tax
rules for farmers and rural
businesses. So in its 2020
Budget submission it proposed
that such businesses, with
a variety of enterprises and
income streams, could elect to
have those enterprises treated
as a single “Rural Business
Unit” for tax purposes.
With new agricultural policies
emerging in the UK, we are likely
to see incentives for increased
diversification, environmental
land management schemes and
forestry. Rural businesses already
manage significant complications
in reporting for income tax
from different income streams.
The treatment of Capital Tax is
equally complicated and there
is the risk that the current
tax regime could be a barrier
to meeting the government’s
Public Goods objectives.
We recommend reading the CLA
2020 Budget submission in full.
The proposals are intended to be
tax neutral and remove potential
barriers to helping farmers,
landowners and managers
meet the nation’s diversified
countryside objectives.

Jack Cooper
Associate

Frances Steer
Associate Partner

JackCooper@balfours.co.uk

FrancesSteer@balfours.co.uk
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Residential Sales
Full Speed Ahead

It is as if the nation’s head
has been cleared of all the
previous prevarication; and
communication lines in the
new decade are all of a buzz.

to one of our pent up purchasers,
thereby never actually coming
on to the market, yielding a good
sale for minimum stress and a
potentially reduced timeframe.

Those vendors who have been
sitting in the wings ‘off market’ are
now seeing their patience rewarded,
and choice is beginning to open up
for our list of potential purchasers. In
the last three years, we have learnt
much about holding properties ‘off
market’ and securing private deals.

At Balfours Scott Kemsley in the
Ludlow office, and Charlie Giffard at
Shrewsbury, are here to talk to you.
Thank you to those of you who
have already picked up the phone
to us – remember, a buyer for your
home may already be on our books.

Even at this point, it is better
to be prepared well in advance
if you are considering a sale.
Preparations prior to launch are
very important and it may well be
that we can match such a property

Alistair Hilton
Head of Sales

AlistairHilton@balfours.co.uk

Residential Lettings

To Rent or
to Buy?

Which is Better Value?
Often the advantages of
renting a larger property
can be overlooked.
We have recently let a fully
modernised and refurbished
five bedroom property with
great views, for £1,000 pcm.
The equivalent mortgage and
maintenance costs for this
property work out to be twice
that figure. Quite a saving.
If, of course, you still want
to buy, we have some great
properties for you.

Did you know

Good Regulation?

Residential Landlords
must soon have electrical
safety certificates before
letting.
If your property has been
let since 2008 it will need
an EPC between A & E.

Private landlords and residential
agents have faced a great deal of
new legislation in recent years.
The driving up of standards is, of
course, a good thing and something
we have advocated for many
years. However, there is a risk
that the increasing bureaucracy
with associated costs and pitfalls,
will discourage genuinely good
landlords from letting. The social
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benefits of private lettings in
rural areas are tremendous.
With proper advice and
management, investment in rural
houses to let can be worthwhile
but you must get it right.

Charlotte George
Head of Lettings

CharlotteGeorge@balfours.co.uk

The Weston Park dining room
has recently been restored, in
detail, to its former glory through
Andrew Downton at Balfours
who specialises in advising on
historic building conservation.
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The Agriculture Bill
BPS to ELMS

Support for farming in the
current decade will shift from
the Basic Payment Scheme
(BPS) providing an area-based
payment to all farmers, to funds
for enhancing the environment.
“Public Money for Public Goods”.
The BPS is currently worth in excess
of £85 per acre and for a significant
proportion of farms, of all sizes, can
be the difference between profit
and loss. It will be phased to zero
by 2028. In its place, farmers will
be paid for services provided under
the proposed Environmental Land
Management Scheme (ELMS).
Farmers and land managers will be
rewarded for providing services to
promote biodiversity, water quality,
soil health, carbon capture and
topically, to reducing flooding, to
name but a few ‘public goods’.
It remains to be seen if DEFRA
is ready and has the resources
to cope with a revised subsidy
regime. Its published aim is to
have ‘one flexible contract, one
set of guidance and mass uptake’.
We shall see. However, there is
little doubt that ‘Farmers will no

longer be customers of subsidy but
contractors delivering public goods’,
if the rural economy is to continue
to receive investment from the
public purse – how else can this be
sold to an urban biased electorate?
Westminster is clear that its aim
is to provide payments based on
results, rather than intentions.

A ray of hope for food producers is
the mention of the importance of
food security in the Agriculture Bill
and by implication the importance
of domestic production.

Andrew Liddiment
Partner

AndrewLiddiment@balfours.co.uk

Climate Change

Opportunities for Agricultural Land?
The Committee on Climate
Change chaired by John
Gummer, recently produced its
important report, “Policies for
a Net Zero UK”. To quote:
“Current policy measures will not
deliver the required ambition.
Incentives for agricultural land
have not seen fundamental change
for decades. Throughout the UK
there is an urgent need for a new
approach: the legislative opportunities
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for real change are available and
should progress immediately”.

These are ambitious targets and

It proposes: low carbon farming
practice; planting 30,000 hectares
of trees annually; restoring
our peatlands; growing 23,000
hectares of bio energy crops
annually; reducing consumption
of red meat by 20%; increasing
Nitrate Vulnerable Zones; banning
the burning of peat; provision
of financial incentives.

incentives and potential impacts on

we will have to look carefully at the
farm businesses and biodiversity
in marginal farming areas.

Bryn Hill
Associate Partner

BrynHill@balfours.co.uk
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Inheritance Tax
Shake Up

An all-party parliamentary group
of MPs is calling for radical
changes to Inheritance Tax (IHT).
It described the current system as
“complex, ineffective and unfair”.
It proposes the current rate of 40%
be reduced to 10% but with many of
the existing reliefs being scrapped.
It also proposes the “seven
year rule” for lifetime gifts
be scrapped altogether.

for lifetime gifts to five years.
The OTS also proposed that the
proportion of non-trading assets
that might qualify for Business
Property Relief under the Balfour
rules, be reduced from 50% to 20%.
We recommend farmers and
landowners regularly discuss
tax planning issues with their
professional advisers and this may
now be more important than ever.

These proposals are on the
back of the report last year from
the Office of Tax Simplification
(OTS) which recommends
reducing the “seven year rule”

Charlie Fitzherbert
-Brockholes
Partner

Planning &
Development
Fit for Purpose Housing

Well planned residential
developments can provide
much needed housing in rural
communities, and diversification
from farming income, perhaps
by selling some land to
developers and having buildings
to let on the remainder.
We have been involved in such
projects recently which might
also enable older housing stock
less suitable for current letting
regulations, to be replaced with
modern, fit-for-purpose housing.

Inheritance

From the outset you should
consider if proposals are
compliant with local planning
policy, as well as understanding
the important capital tax
implications and returns on
investments. Take advice
on potential capital values
and income potential.

Valuations

An important consideration for
all new build, is sustainability,
creating carbon neutral homes
with minimal energy costs.

Charlief-b@balfours.co.uk

By the time a man realises that his father was right
he has a son who thinks he’s wrong.

Backs of Envelopes No Longer Work
We are frequently asked to provide
informal (back of an envelope)
valuations – ‘don’t take too
much time on it but I need…’
With the notable exception of
a valuation for the purpose of
marketing, i.e. an estate agent’s
guide, any valuation that may be
relied upon by a third party, i.e.
the tax man, must be produced
to very rigorous standards,
upheld by the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors, otherwise
known as a ‘Red Book’ valuation.
Gone are the days when we
might have picked a figure for
the purposes of negotiation.
Balfours
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The checks, double checks,
procedures and gathering of
evidence is a major part of what we
do. In the end, neither our clients
nor we wish to be responsible for
providing inaccurate information.
A quick and cheap valuation can
end up being very expensive.
At Balfours we have registered
RICS valuers with huge experience
of rural in-hand and let property.

James Trant

Associate Partner

Justin Stevenson
Partner

JustinStevenson@balfours.co.uk

Did you know
It is proposed that to
terminate an AST in
Wales, it will require
the Landlord to give
6 months’ notice.

JamesTrant@balfours.co.uk
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People
Lettings Welcome Harry to the Team
The Balfours lettings team welcomes
Shropshire born Harry Ward as a
Trainee Lettings Administrator /
Negotiator. After completing his
A levels, Harry is keen to pursue
a career in the property industry,
where the potential progression
could match his ambition. Harry
is based in New Windsor House
where he assists the lettings
team with administration
and arranging viewings.

Jack Qualifies as a Valuer
Jack Cooper has successfully passed
his CAAV (Central Association of
Agricultural Valuers) fellowship
exam. He is thrilled with his latest
achievement, at the end of a year
when he passed his RICS APC
(Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors, Assessment of Professional
Competence) and earned a promotion
to Associate within Balfours.
Congratulations Jack!

If you would like your details
adding, amending or removing
from our database, please
contact us:
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SY3 5HJ
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Craven Arms, Shropshire
SY7 9NN
Tel: 01588 673314
The Estate Office
The Vallets, Whitfield, Hereford
HR2 9BA
Tel: 01981 570727
ESTATE AGENCY
The Square, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire,
SY1 1LG
Tel: 01743 353511
67 Broad Street, Ludlow,
Shropshire,
SY8 1NH
Tel: 01584 707100
LETTINGS
New Windsor House
Tel: 01743 277069
This newsletter is fully recyclable,
once fully read

Triathlon Success — From a Bit of Fun to Team GB
Balfours Associate, Charlotte
White, first started her triathlon
journey in September 2018 when
she entered the Shrewsbury
Sprint Triathlon, in her words, “for
a bit of fun”. Little did Charlotte
realise the scale of the adventure
that she was embarking on.
Achieving a podium position
at the event gained Charlotte
attention from Sam Mountain,
who is a coach for SYTri
(Shrewsbury Triathlon) and
Amphibian Triathlon Coaching.
With Sam taking her under his
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wing in January 2019, Charlotte
geared up for her first Standard
(Olympic) Distance European
Qualifier event scheduled for
Southport in May 2019.
Despite being on a second hand
road bike and having none of
the usual triathlon kit, Charlotte
produced a creditable third place,
automatically qualifying her for
Team GB at the European Standard
Distance World Championships to
be held in Tartu, Estonia, in 2020.
Driven by success she entered her

next race in June, which was the
Leeds Castle Standard Distance
Word Qualifier. Charlotte swam,
cycled and ran to another euphoric
moment when she automatically
qualified for the World Triathlon
Championships, being held in
Edmonton, Canada, in 2020.
What Charlotte has achieved
in such a short time is amazing
and we here at Balfours can’t
wait to cheer her on in 2020.
Follow Charlotte’s story on
Instagram @lifeoftrii.
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